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About SolAquaria

When different passions join forces
Solaquaria is a project founded on different passions.
Of course, at first there’s them: aquariums, fishes and their silent but strong impact on human beings.
On the other side, games. In the era of metaverses we became addicted to the fact that we could
create a new World, bringing the fish-tusiastic experience to the next level.
The only missing ingredient? YOU.
We wouldn't be here without you, and we count on you to make this project a safe and magic place
that improves every day and brings new passionate people to the space, one fish at a time.

Aquarium hobby in numbers
● 300M hobbyists
● 200 B in ornamental fishes spending
● 800% growth in the last 6 years

About SolBettas
Are you a sea creature looking for a comfy home?
Choose the habitat that suits you the most!
I’m a simple Betta: I’m looking for a teeny-tiny place.
A bowl of my own where nobody is in my way.
TANK-Mates? NEVER!
Seaweeds are always greener on the neighbour's side?
Who cares, as long as they stay the hell away from my garden
Want some sugar? You’ll only get blood from me!
Phone contact is preferred for potential propositions...umpf, people.

SolAquaria Team
AliceinAquaria
Marketing Manager

I'm fantastic, what about fabulous, beautiful, talented, very rich
...
ah ... no ... it's just a dream. I'm just uniquely me! There's still
some time ... I'll take another nap. Sweet dreams😴

SolAquaria Team
Escalor
Content Creator

I don't like sunshine, I only live at night and I've sold my soul
for a Digimon card. To be or not to be a vampire? What is
certain is that in the middle of the night, if you see a light at the
end of the corridor... it will be me in front of the fridge.

SolAquaria Team
Aroman
Team Breeder

Multi-million startup founder, Crypto and NFT lover, aquarium
obsessed, fish breeder. Currently @ my most ambitious
breeding project of my life.

SolAquaria Team
Falka
Community Manager

Homemade food enthusiast, and a low spec gamer whose
GPU is about to catch fire. I'm a creative person with a lot of
experience in customer care and passionate about art (digital
and non).

SolAquaria Team
BakaWaves
Social Media Manager

I love everything cute and fluffy and I have a passion for
make-up. I really like being among people over a glass of
spritz but at same time I shut myself up in my room to devote
myself to films, TV series and anime.

SolAquaria Team
GeekFish
Developer

Gimme bugs, I love them 🙂 Fell in love with Solana, probably
you too. Yes, I have a beard. No, I'm not a cliché, or maybe
yes...

SolAquaria future collections
Our team is super committed and excited to
release additional collections that will have plenty
of benefits for our holders…
Please stay tuned to know more about and
connect with us on Discord to stay up to date with
future collections!

Roadmap

Collection Royalties splitting

Hodlers benefits
We established great benefits for our NFT hodlers which will increase the value of their
investment increase overtime.
Those benefits will require a different project maturity but, the main goal is to help our
community with both short-term and long-term strategies to keep a tremendous value to
their own art pieces.
●

●

The first feature is of course the buy back. Our team will buy the low-priced NFTs
to keep the price floor higher. Those NFTs will be given back to the community
through giveaways.
We wanted also to set a sort of staking mechanism for our holders. That’s why we
decided to set up two 15% Royalty’s basins (for a total 30%) that will be given
back to the community (paid in SOL). So, expect returns for random holders and
most engaged holders.

Hodlers benefits
●

●

●

Even though here in SolAquaria we believe our most loyal hodlers will benefit
much much more once the game is released, we will release free NFT drops to all
holders to let them collect and use in the upcoming breeding system.
The breeding system is one of the most important asset for our holders. It allows
NFT holders to breed two different species into a mutant one. These mutant
collection will have a very limited number of items and will have special powers to
use in our upcoming Aqua World.
Aqua World is where the game really change. A real aquatic metaverse where you
can buy, lend and explore different lakes and rivers, and most importantly, you can
play a PvE game to earn tokens.

We know we didn’t disclosing much yet but we are in a very early stage of the project
and we count on your feedback to keep improving the benefits we offer to our
community.

Aqua World
Aqua World is the SolAquaria aquaverse, the
home of our lovely fishes!
Aqua World will be a PvE game, with a
Management section where you can build and
show your aquariums to the World.
Gamers will play to earn tokens and trade NFTs.

